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As a Zinzino partner, you have a number of ways to get 
compensation. You should always talk to your sponsor for 
advice on how to best use the compensation plan to your 
advantage and success.
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Zinzino exists for a single purpose: to help people live with heart. Our community and our products help us 
achieve that goal. We know that we can´t help everyone at the same time but we can make one more story. 
Since this translates into improving people´s lives inside and out, we are proud to reward you with a lucrative, 
innovative way to earn income trough promoting our world class products.

Our compensation plan is based upon an easily duplicatable business model that leverages direct sales.

1. Join Zinzino as an Independent Partner

2. Enroll in the Zinzino4Free auto delivery program 

3. Start 4 or more subscription customers and your next months products and personal activation is free 
(you still pay shipping).

4. Immediate results trough our 30 and 60 days Fast Start program. Lifetime ECB, Free products, Mentor 
bonus and up to 300 € in Express Bonuses. 

5. Enroll other partners and mentor them to copy steps 2-5.

THE CUSTOMER BENEFITS:
As you begin to understand how incredibly powerful and in demand Zinzino products really are, the more you 
will want to recommend them to others. Sharing these innovative products is the key to your success. Your 
income will be directly related to your efforts in sharing the products, the opportunity and building a sales 
organization.

RETAIL PROFIT
At any level in Zinzino, Partners are able to purchase products at the wholesale price and resell them and earn 
a retail profit. You can earn from 10 to 50 percent retail profit on each sale.

Example: You pay 30 € euro for a product and sell it at suggested retail of 45 € - you earn a 15 € retail profit.

Three easy steps to build your Zinzino Partner Career

1.  Make money on retail sales: 10-50 percent.

2. Build a Premier customer base and earn from 1-30 percent in commission.

3.  Build a team of Partners and earn 1-15 percent in commission on their Premier customer base.
 

Purpose



A CUSTOMER is active for 90 days from the date 
of his/her last purchase worth minimum 3 
credits. Also your 2nd level, 3rd level and so on 
customers count as your customers (which is the 
customers of your customers).

PERSONAL CUSTOMER All your own customers 
and the customers refered by your own custom-
ers for an unlimited number of generations.

CUSTOMER POINTS are generated by the 
customer’s subscription/order. A customer can 
have more than one subscription on their ID (for 
example one coffee subscription and one Balance 
subscription), one subscription is worth one 
Customer point, (so if they have two 
subscriptions that will  generate 2 Customer 
points).

A PARTNER is counted as a team customer for 30 
days from the date of his/her last product order 
worth minimum 10 credits. A partner does not 
count as a customer towards your 4/10 personal 
customers that you need for your qualification. 
 
A SALES REP can register both customers and 
Partners. Cash bonuses are paid on your personal 
customers. To receive commission for product 
sales in your team a sales rep needs to make a 
10 credits product purchase (for the purpose of 
product demonstration and retailing) in the  
webshop during any given 30 days period.  
As a Sales rep you need to make your 10 credits 
orders within your first 30 days to able to qualify 
for the express bonuses. And to qualify for the 
Zinzino4free program a sales rep needs to be on 
a Zinzino4free autoship kit.
 
CREDITS: A Partners needs a to make a personal 
purchases worth a minimum of 10 credits every 
30th day to remain active. All active income 
centers can generate team commission. 
Wednesday at 24.00 Swedish time is the last day 
of a commission week. 

1.The basic principles 
Your commission is calculated using a currency called credits (commission volume) 
and each product that you (personal credits) or your network of Zinzino Partners 
(team credits) sell have a certain credit value. A computer system automatically 
calculates your credits each week, and when you reach a certain level of balanced 
credits, they are exchanged to euro points.

ACTIVATION

In order to take part of the commission plan, except for cash bonus for customers, you need to be an 
active partner. All Partners with 10 own credits in product orders  (for the purpose of product 
demonstration and retailing) per 30 day period are active during the first 90 days. Thereafter a partner 
must place product orders worth minimum 10 credits per 30 days as well as have 4 active customer 
points. Executive and above need a minimum of 10 active customer points.

“YOU ARE CLOSER 
THAN YOU THINK”
- Ørjan Sæle
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WEEKLY & MONTHLY COMMISSIONS

With Zinzino you can earn both a weekly and a monthly commission. 
In your weekly commission you will get paid for all basic commission 
and enrollment bonuses. Once a month you will also receive your 
monthly commission which includes our special bonuses.  Please 
see the last chapter to learn about the deadlines for these different 
periods.

BANKING
 
Credits that cannot be transformed into euro points in a certain 
week are saved as banking. You can keep a maximum of total 1 
million credits in banking.  
 
In any given week, you can never get out more than double of 
what you have in your weakest team. The volume in every team 
is calculated from team credits; from banking and new team 
credits, every week. When you reach the maximum euro point 
pay out for your recognition level, banking is only saved in your 
strongest team. Credits left over from your weakest team will 
not be saved as banking. In the monthly commission, where your 
recognition title is calculated, banking is only saved in your stron-
gest team. If you become inactive, you will loose all banking 
 
When Crown or levels above receive volume bonus, banking is 
only saved in your strongest team. If you become inactive, you 
will loose all banking.

 
MONTHLY TITLE  RECOGNITIONS
 
The title recognition is calculated for every calendar month. 
The highest title you have reached at the end of the current 
calendar month is the title level you will receive commission 
and bonuses for in the following calendar month.  
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CASHBONUS
You get a cash bonus when you recruit a new customer. You can see in the  
partner price list what customer offer that gives cashbonus. From your 1st to 
your 24th customer you are rewarded with 10% in cashbonus for each new 
personal customer (including 2nd level, 3rd level and so on customers), during 
the week. Note that this is the only bonus that does not demand that you are 
an active partner. When your customer recruits another new customer you will 
receive the cashbonus for this new customer as well.

A-TEAM BONUS
An active partner with a minimum of 25 active own customers points (partners 
cannot be counted) that generates at least 125 basic* credits per month. A-team 
is rewarded with 20 %  for each new personal “cash bonus” customer (including 
2nd level, 3rd level and so on customers), during the week. The bonus will be paid 
out in the weekly commission. A-team partners with 10 credits personal activation 
order also qualifies for the ECB and RCB. 

PRO-TEAM BONUS
An active partner with a minimum of 50 active own customers points (part-
ners cannot be counted) that generates at least 250 basic* credits per month. 
Pro-team Bonus is rewarded with 25 %  for each new personal “cash bonus” 
customer (including 2nd level, 3rd level and so on customers), during the week. 
The bonus will be paid out in the weekly commission. Pro-team partners with 
10 credits personal activation order also qualifies for the ECB and RCB. 

TOP-TEAM BONUS
An active partner with a minimum of 100 active own customers points (partners 
cannot be counted) that generates at least 500 basic* credits per month. Top-team 
bonus is rewarded with  with 30 %  for each new personal “cash bonus” customer 
(including 2nd level, 3rd level and so on customers), during the week. The bonus will 
be paid out in the weekly commission. Pro-team partners with 10 credits personal 
activation order also qualifies for the ECB and RCB. 

2. Customer bonuses 

*credits before ECB, RCB or other credits multiplyers.

REVENUE SHARING POOL 
You can also earn shares from our
Revenue Sharing Pool! Each share will be in 
the range of 20 -40 € per month. Learn more 
about how to earn shares on page 10. 
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REFER 4
GET YOUR ZINZINO 4 FREE!

All Zinzinos Z4F Customers and partners are eligible to get their product for free. You must have a Z4F-kit on Autoship to qualify for 
this program. Free Kits can be earned by having at least 4 personal 1st level Customers points (2nd, 3rd level and so on does not 
count) on Z4F-kits with a volume of at least 4 times that of your personal Z4F-kit. 

Program runs on the Calendar month, so acquire your customers by the close of the Monthly production period to receive your next 
month Z4F-kit for free. Limit 1 free Z4F-kit per Partner (10 cr) /Customer ID per month. Freight cost will be added.

CUSTOMERS & PARTNERS WHO REFER 4 PEOPLE TO THE SAME OR LARGER 
Z4F-KIT QUALIFY TO GET THEIR NEXT MONTH´S Z4F-KIT FOR FREE! 

ONE TIME Z4F BONUS: 
50 CREDITS

Make money when you help people 
get their products for free. 

Z4F-kit

Z4F-kit Z4F-kit

Z4F-kit

Z4F-kit

AM I QUALIFIED TO GET MY ZINZINO 4 FREE NEXT MONTH? 
If you can check YES to each of the questions below by the end of each calendar 
month, Zinzino will send your next Z4F-kit for FREE! 

 
 Do I have a personal coffee order worth at least 3      
 credits on Autoship? (10 credits for Partners) 
 
 Do I have at least 4  personal 1st level Customers points     
 with Z4F-kit  last month? 

 Is the total volume of credits of my 4 or more  
 Z4F-kit personal customers points at least 4 times the  
 volume of  the credits of the Z4F-kit I have on Autoship?

4Z F
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What is my benefit of qualifying for Z4F?
 
1. Free products – your Z4F kit 

2. Free activation order for next month 
 
3. 50 credits one time bonus upline 
(just on first time qualifiers)* 

What do I get if I help a customer/partner to 
qualify for Z4F? 
1. 20-40 € bonus – based on 1 share in the 
revenue sharing pool (just on first time qualifiers) 
 
2. 50 credits one time bonus upline 
(just on first time qualifiers)* 

* 25 credits left and 25 credits right for you



3. Express Bonuses
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SMART BRONZE – 30 DAYS QUALIFICATION   
Earn a 5 % lifetime Mentor Bonus on all your personal sponsored partners’ team commission* 
and customer cash Bonuses by achieving Smart Bronze (4 customers with subscription in your 
first 30 days). When you qualify for Smart Bronze you get a one-time 100 euro points bonus.

How to achieve Smart Bronze  

1. Join as a partner
2. Register Z4F-kit on Autoship
3. Enroll 4 customers** with a subscription

Double your Mentor Bonus to 10% for those personally sponsored partners who qualify as 
Smart Bronze. 

You don´t have to be Smart Bronze (Mentor Bonus qualified) yourself when you enroll a new 
partner as long as you achieve Smart Bronze within your first 30 days as a Partner. Mentor 
Bonus will be paid in the first weekly commission as soon as you are qualified to earn it. Mentor 
Bonus cannot exceed your own weekly team commission and cash Bonus earnings. 

Example 1: If your total Mentor Bonus is 125€ and your Team commission is 50 € you will only 
make 50 € in Mentor Bonus. Total 100 €. 

Example 2: If your total Mentor Bonus is 125 € and your Team commission is 200 € you will 
make 125 € in Mentor Bonus. Total 325 €.
 
Example 3: If your total Mentor Bonus is 155 (125 € from team commission and 30 from “cash-
Bonus”) and your Team commission is 200 € you will make 155 € in Mentor Bonus. Total 355 €.
  
The Mentor Bonus will work with multi level dynamic compression. If a Partner does not qualify 
for the Smart Bronze Mentor Bonus – the Bonus will automatically go to the first sponsor´s spon-
sor that is an active A-team. When the partner becomes active Smart Bronze again upcoming 
Mentor Bonuses will be paid out again***. A partner that is active Bronze is considered to be 
qualified for the Mentor Bonus. Mentor Bonus on 5 or 10 percent will be paid according to the 
rules above.

* Read more about Team commission on page 10.

**In order for a customer point to be counted in the Smart Bronze/Fast Silver/ X-team the Customer point must be 
generated from any Balance Subscription or machine order with or without a subscription. Customer orders must 
be placed in the first 30 days (Fast Silver)/60 days (X-team) and paid latest 14 days after. It is possible for a partner 
to become Fast Silver in their first 30 days and X-team Express their first 60 days. 

***Note: as long as the Bronze partner has achieved Smart Bronze their first 30 days. 
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FAST SILVER
A one-time 150 euro points bonus for a new 
partner who becomes Fast Silver in the first 30 
days as a registered and paid partner in Zinzino. 
To reach Fast Silver the Partner needs 4 own 
active customers points** and 375 credits*** 
in balance.  

A partner who reaches Fast Silver is also en-
titled to the ECB (enrollment credits bonus). To 
maintain the ECB the Partner has to stay active 
as Silver (750 credits in balance) or higher each 
month.

375 credits 
in balance

4 own Customer Points

**In order for a customer point to be counted in the Smart Bronze/Fast Silver/ X-team the Customer point must be generated 
from any Balance Subscription or machine order with or without a subscription. Customer orders must be placed in the first 30 
days (Fast Silver)/60 days (X-team) and paid latest 14 days after. It is possible for a partner to become Fast Silver in their first 
30 days and X-team Express their first 60 days. 

***The orders that generates the 375 credits needed for Fast Silver, must be registered and paid within 30 days. 

X-TEAM EXPRESS 
An active partner with a minimum of 10 active 
own customers points (including all customer 
generations) becomes X-team (partners cannot 
be counted).  
 
A Partner who reaches 10 customers** within 
the first 60 days from date of registration (sales 
rep) or date of payment (partners with a partner 
product kit) becomes X-team Express and gets 
a one-time 150 euro points bonus and can be 
entitled to the ECB (enrollment credits bonus). To 
maintain the ECB the Partner has to maintain 10 
active customers (including all customer genera-
tions) each month. 

10 own Customer Points

BILD



4. Team Commission
The percentage shows how credits are turned into euro points at the calculation every week. The number of 
credits you are allowed to count is based on the balance between your left and right team. No more then 2/3 of 
your credits can come from the strongest team. All partners in Zinzino begin with a 7,5 % team commission level. 
See table:

The table shows balanced credits and Team Commission per income center. 

7,5 %  → 10 % → 15 % →
Credits/IC 150 300 500 1000 1500 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10 000
Bronze, Silver  & Gold 11 22 50 100 150 200 450
Executive & Platinum 11 22 50 100 150 200 450 600 750
Diamond 11 22 50 100 150 200 450 600 750 900 1050
Director 11 22 50 100 150 200 450 600 750 900 1050 1200 1350
Crown and above 11 22 50 100 150 200 450 600 750 900 1050 1200 1350 1500
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5. Bonuses

ONE TIME BONUS
You qualify for this bonus the first month you gain the relevant title and when the balanced customer 
points/partners count is obtained. Bonus is then paid over the next 5-20 months. If your customer 
count drops by more than 10% during the payment period, or if you lose the title, the remaining part 
of the bonus will not be paid out before the one time bonus customer level and title level is regained. 
If it is revealed that the Partner has gained the bonus in an incorrect way, the company reserves the 
right to withdraw the bonus. This bonus is commissioned monthly.

Title Balanced Customer One-time Bonus Paid over months Monthly payment

Diamond 750 2500 € 5 500 €

Director 1500 5000 € 5 1000 €

Crown 3000 10 000 € 10 1000 €

Royal crown 5000 15 000 € 10 1500 €

Black Crown 7500 20 000 € 10 2000 €

Ambassador 10 000 25 000 € 10 2500 €

Royal Ambassasor 12 500 25 000 € 10 2500 €

Black Ambassasor 15 000 25 000 € 10 2500 €

President 20 000 100 000 € 20 5000 €

ENROLLMENT CREDITS BONUS - ECB
Qualifiers of ECB receive 100% increased credits for new customer start kits and for new partner start 
kits. Single orders or extra product orders are not counted. You can qualify for ECB by reaching: Fast 
Silver (lifetime bonus as long as you qualify for Silver every month), X-team (lifetime bonus as long 
as you stay active as X-team each month), T150, A-team and Platinum and above recognitions. This 
bonus is commissioned in both weekly and monthly commission. 

RESIDUAL CREDITS BONUS - RCB  
Qualifiers of RCB receive 100% increased credits for all orders excluding ECB qualified orders. You can 
qualify for RCB through: A-team (10 credits activation), T500 (10 credits activation and 10 active 
personal customer points) and Director and above recognitions. This bonus is commissioned in both 
weekly and monthly commission.

ONE TIME Z4F BONUS: 50 CREDITS
The first time you, one of your customers or a customer/partner in your team achieve Zinzino4free 
there is a 50 credits one time bonus to you and your upline team. The 50 credits bonus is also 
counted in the weekly customer acquisition bonus (CAB). With ECB the bonus is 100 credits. 
All active Partners can qualify for this bonus.

T500 
An active Partner with 500 active customer points/partners in balance (T500) will receive the RCB. 
You need 10 credits activation and 10 active personal customers.

T150 
An active Partner with 150 active customer points/partners in balance (T150) will receive the ECB. 
You need 10 credits activation and 10 active personal customers.
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CUSTOMER ACQUISITION  BONUS - CAB
A bonus you gain when new customers and partners are recruited in the organization. Small, Medium, 
Large, XL and XXL CAB applies to all titles from Gold and above.  

This bonus is commissoned weekly. You need credits from new customers points and Partners (start kits) 
in left and right teams in the same commission week in order to achieve a CAB.

The bonus can only be achieved in one income center, no matter which one, each week. Only the highest 
CAB will be paid out.

Reach 500 credits in each Team in one week    Receive 200 euro points in Small CAB!

Reach 1500 credits in each Team in one week  Receive 400 euro points in Medium CAB!

Reach 3500 credits in each Team in one week  Receive 600 euro points in Large CAB!

Reach 7500 credits in each  Team in one week  Receive 1000 euro points in XL CAB!
 
 
Reach 15 000 credits in each  Team in one week                       Receive 1500 euro points in XXL CAB!

REVENUE SHARING POOL 

You can  earn shares every month from Zinzinos “Revenue Sharing Pool”. Each share will be in the range 
of 20 to 40 euro per month.
 
How to earn shares:
 
Be an active A-team = 4 shares per month 
Be an active Pro-team = 6 shares per month
Be an active Top-team =  8 shares per month
Only the highest achieved level will be paid out 

Or/and 

Help you partners and customers achieve Zinzino4free and earn: 
 

•   1 share first time a personally enrolled partner hits Zinzino4free! 
•   1 share first time a personally enrolled customer or their + 1st, 2nd, 3rd and so on 
generation hits Zinzino4free!

To earn shares from personally enrolled customers and partners hitting Zinzino4free for the first time - 
you have to stay active yourself for Zinzino4free in the qualifying month. To be qualified for shares  from 
being active A-,Pro- and Topteam – last day in the month you need to be qualified for the certain level to 
achieve any shares from the pool.
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As active Diamond and above you will 
receive a zCarbonus of 1000 euro/month, 
as long as you stay active as Diamond and
follow the rules that applies for this bonus. 
This bonus is commissioned monthly.

1. The Partner need to have bought and striped 
a car within 90 days from the day you reach pin 
title Diamond.  The car shall be black and not older than 6 years. 

2. The car must be striped according to the graphical profile set by Zinzino. If you would like 
to stripe your car to keep 100 % of the bonus, please contact Zinzino and we will send you the 
design that you should use and information on how it should be used. 

 
Until these two criteria are fulfilled the partner will receive 50% of the bonus. 
The bonus will be paid 100 % for the first 90 days, 
as long as the partner stays active as Diamond.

As active Executive and above you will receive the zPhone bo-
nus. The bonus is 200 euro/ month and is paid out monthly. You 
will stay active for this bonus as long as you are active Executive 
or higher. This bonus is commissioned monthly.

zPhone

zCarbonus
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Zinzino has one yearly educational trip called the Director Trip. We take you to a 
luxurious, exclusive location where you have the opportunity to learn from 
fantastic speakers and be coached by the best in an inspiring environment.
 
To qualify for the Director Trip you need to collect 100 DT-points. This is how you 
collect DT- points:

For personal customers
1 point per active A-Team month (All days in the month needs to be A-Team)
3 points per active Pro-Team month (All days in the month needs to be Pro-Team)
5 points per active Top-Team month (All days in the month needs to be Top-Team)

For your active title
5 points per active Platinum month
15 points per Diamond month
30 points per Director month
50 points per Crown month
100 points per Royal Crown month
 
NEW TITLE OF DIRECTOR AND ABOVE QUALIFIES FOR THE TRIP 
AUTOMATICALLY.

BLACK CROWN AND ABOVE QUALIFIES FOR TWO TRIPS (I.E. BRING A GUEST).

Qualification period is November 2014 to October 2015.
For more information and detailed rules, please visit Zinzinos website and log in to 
your personal pages.

Join us in 
2016!
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VOLUME BONUS
Active Crown and above get a volume bonus in Euro points based on the whole of 
their balanced volume, when they reach a minimum of 10 000 credits in balance in 
their income centers, see the table below:

The table shows balanced credits and bonus per income center. 

 6. VOLUME BONUS

For every Star you manage to add to 
your Star Global president title,

you also add a 100 000 credits 
in weekly volume bonus payment dept.
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1 % 1,5 % 2 % 2 ,25 % 2 ,5 % 2,75 % 3  % 3,5  % 4 % 4 %
10 000 cr 100 150 200 225 250 275 300 350 400 400

> 25 000 cr 250 375 500 562 625 687 750 875 1000 1000

> 50 000 cr 750 1000 1125 1250 1375 1500 1750 2000 2000

> 75 000 cr 1500 1687 1875 2062 2250 2625 3000 3000

> 100 000 cr 2250 2500 2750 3000 3500 4000 4000

> 125 000 cr 3125 3437 3750 4375 5000 5000

> 150 000 cr 4125 4500 5250 6000 6000

> 200 000 cr 6000 7000 8000 8000

> 250 000 cr 8750 10 000 10 000

> 300 000 cr 10 500 12 000 12 000

> 400 000 cr 16 000 16 000

> 500 000 cr 20 000
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1 % 1,5 % 2 % 2 ,25 % 2 ,5 % 2,75 % 3  % 3,5  % 4 % 4 %
10 000 cr 100 150 200 225 250 275 300 350 400 400

> 25 000 cr 250 375 500 562 625 687 750 875 1000 1000

> 50 000 cr 750 1000 1125 1250 1375 1500 1750 2000 2000

> 75 000 cr 1500 1687 1875 2062 2250 2625 3000 3000

> 100 000 cr 2250 2500 2750 3000 3500 4000 4000

> 125 000 cr 3125 3437 3750 4375 5000 5000

> 150 000 cr 4125 4500 5250 6000 6000

> 200 000 cr 6000 7000 8000 8000

> 250 000 cr 8750 10 000 10 000

> 300 000 cr 10 500 12 000 12 000

> 400 000 cr 16 000 16 000

> 500 000 cr 20 000

Zinzino has 16 recognition levels, each with their own title and bonus. The bonuses get bigger 
for each level you reach. You can always earn the bonus on your level and  the ones below.  

Note that you always need and at least 10 own credits per 30th day and at least 4 active 
customers points to stay active as Partner. To stay active from Exceutive and up you need 
at least 10 active customer points. Please read more about the bonuses connected to 
the titles and what is required of you to receive them under the specific bonus descrip-
tion in this Commission plan.

 7. Recognition titles

PARTNER 
As a partner your weekly earning can be up to 450 
euro points in team commission per income center 
the first 90 days. After 90 days the partners only get 
paid the cash bonus for new personal customer points 
sales. 

BRONZE 
4 active personal customers points give you the Bronze 
title. As a Bronze partner your weekly 
earning can be up to 450 euro points in team 
commission per income center also after the first 
90 days.  4 customers qualifies you to reach the 
next ranks. If you qualify as a Smart Bronze in your first 
30 days you can make from 5-10% mentor bonus on 
all personal sponsored partners team commission. See 
Smart Bronze rules.

SILVER 
If you have 750 credits in balance in one 
calendar month or reach Fast Silver (see page 9) you 
are Silver. 750 credits is normally achieved when you 
reach 50 customers in balance in your team. As a Silver 
partner your weekly earning  can be up to 450 euro 
points in team commission per income center. If you 
qualify for Fast Silver you get a 150 euro point bonus 
and  lifetime ECB. 

GOLD
If you have 1500 credits in balance in one calendar 
month you are Gold. 1500 credits is normally achieved 
when you reach 100 customers in balance in your 
team. You can now start to receive the CAB-bonus. As 
a Gold partner you can earn up to 450  euro points per 
week in Team commission per income center 
 
EXECUTIVE
When you have 10 active personal customer points 
and  3000 credits in balance per calendar month you 
are Executive. 3000 credits is normally achieved when 
you reach 200 customers in balance in your team. The 
200 Euro zPhone bonus in now available for you. As Ex-
ecuitve you can earn up to 750  euro points per week 
in Team  commission per income center. 10 active 
personal customer points also qualifies you to reach 
the next ranks.

PLATINUM
 If you have 6000 credits in balance in one calendar 
month you are Platinum. 6000 credits is normally 
achieved when you reach 375 customers in balance in 
your team. You receive the ECB. As a Platinum  partner 
you can earn up to 750  euro points per week in Team 
commission per  income center.

DIAMOND 
If you have 12 000 credits in balance in one calendar 
month  you are Diamond. 12 000 credits is normally 
achieved when you reach 750 customers in balance 
in your team. A one-time bonus of 2500 euro is now 
available for you. The 1000 euro zCar bonus is now 
available for you.  As a Diamond  partner you can earn 
up to 1050 euro points per week in Team commission 
per income center.

DIRECTOR
If you have 24 000 credits in balance in one calendar 
month you are Director. 24000 credits is normally 
achieved when you reach 1500 customers in balance 
in your team.  A one-time bonus of 5000 euro is now 
available for you.  As a new Director you are 
automatically  qualified for one Director Trip. 
RCB is now available for you. As a Director 
partner you can earn up to 1350  euro points per 
week in Team commission per income center.
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CROWN
If you have 48 000 credits in balance in one 
calendar month you are Crown. 48000 credits is 
normally achieved when you reach 3000 customers 
in balance in your team. A one-time bonus of 10 000 
euro is now available for you.  You can receive a 1 % 
volume bonus up to 250 euro points per week and 
per income center. All Active Crown and higher can 
earn up to to 1500  euro points per week in Team 
commission per income center. As an active Crown or 
higher you are automatically qualified to the Director 
trip. 

ROYAL CROWN
If you have 80 000 credits in balance in one calendar 
month you are Royal Crown. 80000 credits is normally 
achieved when you reach 5000 customers in 
balance in  your team A one-time bonus  of 15 000 
euro is available for you. You will receive a 1,5 % 
volume bonus up to 750 euro points per week and per 
income center.

BLACK CROWN 
If you have 130 000 credits in balance in one calendar
month you are Black Crown. 130 000 credits is
normally achieved when you reach 7500
customers in balance in your team A one-time bonus 
of 20 000 euro is available for you. You will receive a 
2 % volume bonus up to 1500 euro points per week 
and per income center.

AMBASSADOR
If you have 2 income centers with at least 10 000 
credits in each team and a total volume of 150 000 
credits in balance (001) you become Ambassador. 
150 000 credits is normally achieved when you reach 
10 000 customers in balance in your team. A one-time 
bonus of 25 000 euro is available for you. You will 
receive a 2,25 % volume bonus up to 2250 euro points 
per week and per income center.

ROYAL AMBASSADOR
If you have 2 income centers with at least 
20 000 credits in each team and a total volume of 
200 000 credits in balance (001) you become Royal 
Ambassador. 200 000 credits is normally achieved 
when you reach 12 500 customers in balance in your 
team. A  one-time bonus  of 25 000 euro is available 
for you. You can receive a 2,5 % volume bonus up to 
3125 euro points per week and per income center.

BLACK AMBASSADOR  
If you have 2 income centers with at least 30 000 
credits in each team and a total volume of 250 000 
credits in balance (001) you become Black Ambas-
sador. 250 000 credits is normally achieved when 
you reach 15 000 customers in balance in your 
team. A one time bonus of 25 000 euro is available 
for you. You will receive a 2,75% volume bonus 
up to 4125 euro point per week and per income 
center.
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Now you can start adding stars to you title and reach 
even higher! You will receive another star for every 
new income center with at least 130 000 credits in 
each team and a total increase of 1 000 000 credits in 
your balanced team (001 income center).  For every 
new star you add you increase your weekly volume 
bonus with 100 000 credits in pay depth per income 
center.

PRESIDENT
If you have 3 income centers with at least 40 000 
credits in each team and a total  volume of 300 000 
credits in balance (001) you  become President. 
200 000 credits is normally achieved when you reach 
20000 customers in balance your team. A  one-time 
bonus of 100 000 euro is available for you. You can 
receive a 3 % volume bonus up to 6000 euro points 
per week and per income center.

ELITE PRESIDENT
If you have 3 income centers with at least 
80 000 credits in each team and a total volume of 
500 000 credits in balance (001)you become 
Elite President. You can receive a 3,5 % volume bonus 
up to 10 500 euro points per week and per income 
center.

GLOBAL PRESIDENT
If you have 3 income centers with at least 130 000 
credits in each team and a total volume of 1 000 000 
credits in balance (001) you become Global President. 
You can receive a 4% volume bonus up to 16 000 euro 
points per week and per income center.

1 STAR GLOBAL PRESIDENT
If you have 4 income centers with at least 130 000 
credits in each team and a total volume of 2 000 
000 credits in balance (001) you become 1 Star 
Global President. You will receive a 4% volume 
bonus up to 20 000 euro point per week and per 
income center. In addition you will get a 0,5% limit-
less bonus on all volume that is outside of the team 
commission and volume bonus pay increments.

2 STAR GLOBAL PRESIDENT  
If you have 5 income centers with at least 130 000 
credits in each team and a total volume of 3 000 
000 credits in balance (001) you become 2 Star 
Global President. 
You will receive a 4% volume bonus up to 24 000 
euro point per week and per income center. In 
addition you will get a 0,5% limitless bonus on all 
volume that is outside of the team commission and 
volume bonus pay increments.

3 STAR GLOBAL PRESIDENT  
If you have 6 income centers with at least 130 000 
credits in each team and a total volume of 4 000 
000 credits in balance (001) you become 3 Star 
Global President.  

You will receive a 4% volume bonus up to 28 000 
euro point per week and per income center. In 
addition you will get a 0,5% limitless bonus on all 
volume that is outside of the team commission and 
volume bonus pay increments.



COMMISSION 
All commission presented by Zinzino is shown in gross income so that 
the same amount can be shown for everyone. Depending on 
regulations for your country and whether you are VAT-registered or 
not, different taxes may modify this amount, as per your local tax 
regulations.  As a partner in Zinzino, you are obliged to ensure that you 
registrer yourself  in a proper manner in accordance with both your 
local government regulations and the requirements Zinzino sets. 
  
Commisssion Invoices are published in a PDF format on each partner’s 
personal web pages.

 8.Other important information

WEB ACCOUNT
Withdrawal from your web account to a bank account has a fee 
(depending on your bank). 

A minimum withdrawal amount could exist.  Non-active centers are 
debited an administration fee of 1 euro per week (not Sales Rep).

ACTIVATION
In order to remain a registered Partner with Zinzino, you must place an 
order of at least 10 credits or recruit at least one new 1st level 
customer point worth at least 3 cr in a 12-month period. If you fail 
to do this, your position in the network will be frozen and after 18 
months, your partner contract will cease to be valid. 

In addition to this, all rules laid out in the Partner contract regulate 
your relationship with Zinzino. When you upgrade, you will be asked to 
approve the partner contract again. In order to maintain a 
recognition pin, you must have met the requirements for this pin at 
least once during the last 12 months.

Please check the partner website regularly and keep in touch with 
your sponsor for important information.

If it is revealed that the Partner has gained a bonus in an incorrect way, 
the company reserves the right to withdraw the bonus.
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COMMISSION WEEK 
Wednesday at 24.00 Swedish time is the last day of a commission week.  

All registered and paid orders arriving before Wednesday at 24.00 (Swedish time) are included in the 
commission calculations. 

COMMISSION MONTH 
The commission month is calculated from the first day of every calender month  00.00 until the last day of 
every calender month  24.00, Swedish, each month 

All registered and paid orders arriving before the last day of every calender 
month  24.00, Swedish time, are included in the commission calculations. 

Recognition of new titles for the past month is published on the website no later than the 10th day of the 
new month. 

The amount for monthly bonuses are paid out together with the first commission week of the next 
month. 

If you are Executive or higher, please make sure to have 10 customers to stay active. It is every Partners 
duty to be aware of the critera for each title/bonus.

DAILY, WEEKLY OR MONTHLY? 
To make sure the bonuses are calculated correctly, the criteria for certain bonuses will be checked on a 
daily / weekly / monthly basis depending on which bonus.  All orders must be registered and paid before 
deadline to be counted. 
 
BONUSES CHECKED ON A DAILY BASIS
Smart Bronze and Fast Silver (for new partner reaching for Silver), A/Pro/Top Team (number of active 
customers), T150/T500 (to make sure ECB and RCB are paid out correctly).  The daily deadline is at 24:00 
every day (Swedish time)

 
BONUSES CHECKED ON A WEEKLY BASIS
Cash Bonus, CAB, Volume Bonus (how much is determined by your Recognition title) , Team commission 
(how much is determined by your Recognition title) and Mentor Bonus. Weekly deadline is Wednesday at  
24.00 (Swedish time)

 
BONUSES CHECKED ON A MONTHLY BASIS
zPhone, zCar, One time Bonus, Recognition titles.
Monthly deadline is the last day of the calendar month at 24.00 (Swedish time)

DEADLINES
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The partner who introduced you to Zinzino and helped you get started.

A value given to each product you sell. It is found in the price list and is the 
foundation for all calculations in the commission plan. When we refer to “basic 
credits”, that is credits before ECB, RCB or other credits multiplyers.

Credits are converted to Euro points each week according to the commission 
plan calcultions, and the goal is that one euro point should equal 0.85-1.10 
euro. If the point value is 1.00, then one euro point = one euro.
     

Bonus for Crown and higher, which yields extra commission on top of 
team commission.

Credits that can’t be turned into euro points are saved in banking as long as you 
are an active partner.

 
Bonus which is paid in precentage of the price (exl. VAT) for signing up new 
customers.

As you reach certain levels in volume of customers and partners, You get 
recognition for your success in the form of bonus and special titles.
 
 
The placement in the sales organization is called your Income Centers. 
Partners can have more than one income center.

The basic team commission is the same for all partners. Some recognition titles 
have additional bonuses to their team commission.

 
Below your own income center(s), your organization begins and it is divided into two 
branches: your ”left” and ”right” teams. Some qualifications and bonuses mention 
”balanced” teams meaning at least 1/3 from the weaker team and no more than 
2/3 from the stronger team) and the term is very useful to know.

Minimum 1/3 of the credits/customers in one of your team and max 
2/3 in the other team.

When we refer to 1st level of customer we refer to a custome registred 
directly by you. When we refer to 2nd, 3rd and so on levels of customers
we refer to your customer customers.

   

To get an overview of how much credit different products generate, please 
download our price list for exact information. 

ZINZINO GLOSSARY
SPONSOR 

CREDITS

EURO POINTS

VOLUME BONUS

BANKING

CASH BONUS

RECOGNITION

INCOME CENTER

TEAM COMMISSION

TEAM

BALANCE IN
YOUR NETWORK

LEVEL OF CUSTOMERS 

CREDITS OVERVIEW

You 

  1st level Customer 2nd level Customer 3rd level Customer

3rd level Customer

Countinues  
for a unlimited  
number  
of levels

  1st level Customer 2nd level Customer



Zinzino is one of the leading direct selling companies, represented in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, 
Finland, Iceland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, USA, Poland and the Netherlands. Zinzino markets and sells 
espresso machines, coffee, tea and accessories, as well as a product line in functional food, Zinzino 
Food.

We offer our customers products centered on quality, environment, health and a sense of everyday 
luxury. Our values are characterized by high quality, close customer relations and a focus on active 
product development. The products are marketed through direct sales. The company has 40 employees 
and is headquartered in Gothenburg.
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